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Products for Every Farm
Product Guide

Farm King started from humble beginnings in the 1930's, expanding over the decades 
through steady and measured growth and strategic acquisitions. Once associated only with 
grain augers, Farm King now manufactures one of the most diverse product portfolios in the 
agriculture industry, offering equipment that is used on nearly every farm around the world. 
Manufacturing facilities in Canada, including Manitoba and Alberta, and factories in North 
Dakota and Minnesota in the USA, are responsible for producing the majority of Farm King 
products, built to internationally recognized quality standards. With distribution locations 
throughout North America and a network of more than 1000 dealers, Farm King is poised for 
additional growth and product line expansion.

Though the best effort has been made to provide current information some product specifications or details may have changed. Current information and more details are available online at 

farm-king.com
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Grain Handling
Farm King grain handling equipment is backed by decades of experience on farms around the 
world. As one of the first companies to produce a Backsaver Auger more than 30 years ago, peak 
structural integrity has been achieved and the overall product line has evolved to meet the high 
capacity needs of modern agricultural operations.

MODEL 1684 16104

Size 16" x 84' 16" x 104'

Tractor requirements, hp 150 175

Backsaver Auger 16 - The line of 16” augers, available in 84’ and 104’, is a high 
capacity auger capable of a 77’ vertical reach. Using the industry-proven scissor lift 
undercarriage and heavy duty components, the 16” line of augers are built to be durable, 
reliable and move a lot of grain. 

MODEL 831 836 1031 1036 1336

Tube diameter, in 8 10 13

Tube length, feet 31 36 31 36 36

Gasoline hp (3450 rpm) 
Electric hp (1725 rpm)

12 
5

12 
10

18 
10

22 
15

30 
22

Conventional Auger 8 / 10 / 13 - The sturdy lightweight assembly allows the 

conventional auger to be easily transported. The trailing swivel wheels can be raised 

hydraulically to allow for increased turning radius as well as smooth transitions over 

uneven terrain.

CX    Auger 8 / 10 - Features several enhancements to serviceability and stability as 
well as an expanded list of options. These updates ensure a smooth operating auger while 
requiring less power. Double intake flighting improves longevity and increases the  intake 
area providing higher capacities to meet your grain moving on-farm demands.  

MODEL CX841 CX851 CX861 CX1041 CX1051 CX1061

Tube diameter, in 8 10

Tube length, feet 41 51 61 41 51 61

Gasoline hp (3450 rpm) 
Electric hp (1725 rpm)

16 
8

20 
10

24 
15

28 
10

32 
15

38 
20

MODEL 1050 1060 1070 1080 1370 1385 1395 13114

Size 10" x 50' 10" x 60' 10" x 70' 10" x 80' 13" x 70' 13" x 85' 13" x 95' 13" x 114'

Tractor requirements, hp 40 48 55 65 80 90 100 165

Backsaver Auger 10 / 13 - Farm King backsaver augers are practical, economical 
and dependable. That dependability has been a benchmark of Farm King backsaver augers 
for many decades. Available in tube widths of 10" and 13" and lengths from 50' to 114'.

NEW
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MODEL 360 480

Drum diameter / length, in 36/73 48/98

Motor required (approx.) 1 hp 3 hp

Capacity (Dry corn, bushels per hour) 700 2500

MODEL 85 100 180

Capacity (approx.) 50-100 bu/hr 100-150 bu/hr 200-300 bu/hr

Roll diameter 8" 10" 10"

Drive required PTO or 3-5 hp electric PTO or 5-7.5 hp electric 40-60 PTO drive hp

MODEL 60

Capacity (approx.) 75 bu/hr

Screen size 6" wide x 14" round

Motor required (approx.) 5 - 7.5 hp, 3450 rpm motor (not included)

Unloading Auger
Farm King unloading augers transfer grains and 
oilseeds much faster than conventional utility 
augers and reach where normal portable augers 
can’t. The hopper of the unloading auger fits 
under hopper bottom bins and hopper trailers for 
fast and easy unloading.

Utility Auger
Farm King manufactures a wide selection of 
utility augers with tube widths ranging from 4” 
to 8” in lengths from 11’ to 23’. The components 
are adaptable to suit various configuration and 
capacity requirements and solid construction and 
heavy gauge tubing ensure additional durability 
and longevity.

Grain Cleaner - The Farm King grain 
cleaner separates the dockage from 
grain before it gets shipped or stored, 
increasing profit by reducing bin storage 
capacity and shipping costs. Screenings 
can be used as animal feed.

Rollermill - Available in three sizes, 
Farm King rollermills are capable of 
processing up to 300 bushels per hour. An 
optional magnet removes nails and other 
metal objects from the grain and prevents 
them from damaging the rollers.

Hammermill - The Farm King 
hammermill does the job quickly and 
economically, grinding as much as 75 
bushels per hour. The hammers are made 
from high quality carbon steel for extra-
long life.

CX    Auger 8/10
The gearbox, with left- or right-side drive, is 
positioned higher on the tube to allow the auger 
to reach deeper into the bin. The replaceable 
double intake flighting is standard and the intake 
has been lengthened to 24" for more capacity. 
All models are available with a reverse shift 
gearbox. Double edge intake flighting on the 8/10 
models for longer life. The auger intake has been 
extended by 6", now 24" long for higher capacity. 

Auger Mover
The auger mover mounts to the line of CX augers, 
eliminating the stress and labor from relocating 
or repositioning the auger between bins or across 
the yard.

Products for Every Farm
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Tillage Farm King Tillage has been proven over thousands of acres and more 

than five decades of breaking land. Designed to meet the needs of farmers and 

contractors, every piece of Farm King Tillage utilizes an overbuilt and heavy-duty 

design. Farm King offers a full line of offset and tandem discs, in addition to a line 

of cultivators, chisel plows, chisel cultivators and vertical tillage.

MODEL 1225 1275 1375 8550

Widths, working 10' to 20' 10' to 20' 10' to 15' 9.5' to 15.5'

Weight class 550 lb/ft 650 lb/ft 750 lb/ft 1050 lb/ft

hp required* 6 to 8 hp/ft 9 to 12 hp/ft 15 to 20 hp/ft 25+ hp/ft

Offset Disc - Farm King offset discs are available in four weight classes ranging from 
550 lb/ft to 1050 lb/ft. Designed to be stronger and last longer Farm King discs feature 
extreme duty bearings and optional interlocking 1/2 spools and the industry‘s strongest 
and tightest gangs with steel fabricated spools torqued to an impressive 3,200 ft-lb.

MODEL 395 4490 4590 6650/6650NT 6650LTF 8700 8700LTF

Size 11.5" to 20' 18' to 28' 28.0' to 40.5' 16' to 35.5' 40' to 42' 24' to 38.5' 40.5' to 42.5'

Weight, lb 350 lb/ft 500 lb/ft 600 lb/ft 700 lb/ft

hp required* 6 to 8 hp/ft 6 to 8 hp/ft 6 to 9 hp/ft 10 to 15 hp/ft

Tandem Disc - Utilizing a one of a kind floating hitch, Farm King tandem discs leave 
a more level finish when compared to competitive units. All Farm King disc gangs are 
torqued to an unparalleled 3,200 ft lbs of torque. Steel fabricated spools are built to 
withstand heavy shock loads and prevent gangs from slipping.

*  All horsepower is tractor engine horsepower, per foot. 
 Horsepower requirements depend on terrain, soil type and depth of cut.

MODEL 3290 (8") 3320 (8") 3345 (8") 3375 (8") 3290 (9") 3320 (9") 3345 (9") 3375 (9")

Widths, working 28' 10" 31' 7" 34' 2" 36' 11" 28.10' 32' 35' 2" 38' 4"

Weight class 800 lb/ft class (1190 kg/m) 800 lb/ft class (1190 kg/m)

hp required* 10 to 15 hp/ft

VT3000 - The adjustable gang angle, from 0° to 16°, makes the VT3000 a unique 
vertical tillage tool with multi-season use and various soil bed applications. With 
multiple blade sizes and blade spacing, the VT3000 can be configured for specific regional 
requirements or soil types. 

MODEL HS.8525 HS.8530 HS.8535 HS.8540

Widths, working 25’ 5” 30’ 5” 35’ 5” 40’ 5”

Weight class 1031 lb/ft 947 lb/ft 895 lb/ft 854 lb/ft

hp required* 12 - 15 hp/foot (9 to 11 kW per 305 mm)

HSCD (high compact speed disc) - The High Speed Disc is a high speed 
compact disc that excels at managing difficult residue in challenging field conditions. 
Designed for high speed operation, the High Speed Disc is more productive than traditional 
tillage since it operates at field speeds of 8 - 12 mph (12 - 20 km/hr).

NEW
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Fertilizer Applicator 1410
Each Farm King fertilizer applicator is 
tuned to deliver top-notch performance and 
dependability. The custom 1000 gal. tank 
features a 4" deep box sump, 16" fill well, and 
3" cam lever quick fill.

Fertilizer Applicator 1460
The heavy-duty 4 x 6 double frame features 
twin cylinder height adjust with hydraulic 
depth control assist, 7.6-15SL adjustable wing 
gauge wheels, and hydraulic wing fold with 7° 
down-flex. 1600 gallon tank.

Liquid Supply Trailer
Minimal soil compaction and tight turning 
radius. Use this four-wheel steer trailer to 
supply your planter, field cultivator and strip 
till.

Application Equipment Farm King Application Equipment has 

been designed to provide many years of profitable and dependable service. Known 

for dependability and value, Farm King manufactures a wide array of application 

equipment. Every model is available in red/cream or green/cream colour schemes.

MODEL 1000

Tank size, gallon 1000

Boom length, front fold, feet 60

Options Chemical eductor, foam marker

Utility Sprayer - Boom height 
adjustments are easily made using the 
single hydraulic cylinder and vertical 
mast. The utility sprayer is constructed 
with the best materials and is designed 
for many years of trouble-free service. 

MODEL 1860 2460

Tank size, gallon 1800 2400

Toolbar width, feet 60', 66' 60', 66'

Row Spacings 36 - 20", 36 - 22", 24 - 30", 18 - 38" 

Tractor SCV valves required 3 SCV valves (1 - fold/unfold, 2 - raise/lower, 3 - pump)

1860/2460 Applicator - This 
unique toolbar features an industry 
leading 36” of crop clearance to expand 
the window of application. Adjustable 
hydraulic down pressure provides 
excellent ground contour following.

MODEL 1840

Tank size, gallon 1800 gallon, stainless steel baffle, hopper bottom sump

Toolbar width, feet widths up to 45 ft'

Row Spacings 20", 22", 30", 38"

Tractor SCV valves required 3 SCV valves (1 - fold/unfold, 2 - raise/lower, 3 - pump)

1840 Applicator - The high-clearance 
toolbar design and user friendly hydraulic 
concepts combined with the field proven 
asymmetrical tank gives this unit a short 
wheelbase that tracks exceptionally well 
in all field conditions.

NEW
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Hay Tools Farm King now offers an expanded line of hay and forage tools 

including rakes, cutters, mowers and bale carriers. This equipment has been 

designed to handle the rigorous demands of high volume multi-seasonal use for 

farms and ranches and commercial hay operations. 

Round Bale Carrier - The 1450 
round bale carrier can carry seven 5' by 
6' bales weighing up to 900 kg (2,000 lb) 
each in a single row. The double wide 
Farm King 2450 round bale carrier has 
twice that capacity. The 2400 model is 
specifically designed to work in hilly or 
smaller field structures and boasts a 
capacity of 12-4' and 8-5' wide bales.

Square Bale Carrier - The square 
bale carrier picks, hauls and stacks eight 
48" x 48" bales or can double row twenty 
32" x 34" x 96" bales.

MODEL 1450 2450 2400

Capacity Seven 5' x 6' bales, or 
Eight 4' x 6'

Sixteen 4' bales, or 
Fourteen 5' bales

Ten 4' x 6' or 
Eight 5' x 6' bales

Tractor requirement, hp 60 80 80

Weight, lb 5,495 9,375 6,600

MODEL 4480

Capacity Eight 48" x 48" bales or can double row twenty 32" x 34" x 96" bales

Tractor requirement, hp 100

Weight, lb 9,485

Double Rotary Rake - The double rotary rake by Farm King is a semi-mounted rake 
designed for larger field structures and high volume production designed for use with 
70-80 hp tractors. This single windrow machine with overlapping rake wheels ensure that 
no material is left on the field.

MODEL RR7700FK

Working width 23’ thru 26’

Tractor requirement, hp 70 - 80

Weight, lb 3,951

MODEL RR420

Working width 13.8'

No. of arms 11

Weight, lb 1,411

420 Rotary Rake - Specifically designed for use in smaller field structures, operating 
with minimal impact and processing the crop with extreme delicacy. Provides smooth 
operation with 4 tandem axle pneumatic tires.

Square Bale Carrier 
System Monitor
Designed to be intuitive and straightforward, 
the main menu offers four options, selected 
by buttons located next to the screen. Shipped 
from the factory with default settings, the bale 
carrier is ready for operation once shipped.
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MODEL RE10 RE12 RE14

Working width 21' 24' 27'

No. of wheels 4 4 6

Weight, lb 3,250 3,450 4,320

MODEL 8 10 12

Working width 8' 10' 12'

Tractor requirements, hp 20 20 30

Windrow width, min/max, in 37 / 83 37 / 83 37 / 83

Weight, lb 1,433 1,631 lb 1,874 lb

Rotary Rake vs. Double Rotary 
Rake
The 420 has one rotor with right-hand side 
discharge. It's 14' working width and features 
like the pivoting headstalk, wheel spacing and 
placement within the articulated frame make it 
perfect for smaller fields or rolling terrain.
 
The double rotary rake is ideal for larger 
operations and bigger fields. With nearly 26' 
of working width, the intersection of the arms 
create a central single windrow. Despite the 
large size, the steering system enables ease 
of use in transport as well as maneuvering 
in headlands. Functions and operation is 
hydraulically controlled from the cab.  

Both units are equipped with oil bath 
gearboxes, cardan shafts, slip clutch, are 
easily transportable and highly effective 
tangential tine arms that really give an 
exceptional quality raking experience and 
superior forage preservation.

Selecting the Right Rake
The Easy Rake is a smaller sized rakes 
up to the 14 wheel models.  The larger 
Superstar Rakes have 16, 18 and 20 wheel 
configurations.

Easy Rakes have adjustable working width/
windrows and can be used for one-sided 
windrows and can reach steering angles of 90 
degrees. These rakes feature pivoting wheels 
solid construction. Auto transport locks and 
transport mode are engaged from the tractor 
cab, Each rake wheel floats independently to 
help follow the terrain to rake more effectively.

The Superstar features a heavy frame, 
standard tandem axles and larger wheels for 
work in heavier crops such as corn stalks and 
thick alfalfa.  The frame articulates and the 
side frames hinge on the 18 and 20 wheel.  

The Bat Rake is a built for faster operation in 
tough conditions.

BW150 vs BW 200 Bale Wrappers
The BW150 bale wrapper is a simple 3-point 
hitch mount machine. Load a bale onto the 
machine and activate with the controls of the 
tractor. Wrap the bale and manually unload 
the bale when it is done. A simple, economical 
way to wrap bales.

The BW200 bale wrapper is self-loading and 
unloading. Everything is done from the seat of 
the tractor and only one operator is needed to 
wrap bales.

Easy Rake - Raking your windrows 
with the Farm King easy rake eliminates 
numerous field passes and provides 
uniform rows. Available with 10, 12 and 
14 wheel tine configurations and working 
widths of 21, 24 and 27 respectively.

Bat Rake - The Farm King bat rake 
is engineered to be compact and 
maneuverable, with the versatility to 
create windrows that work for your 
operation. A high clearance frame allows 
you to rake hay in any condition.

Easy Rake - Superstar - The frame 
and independent finger wheels enable 
the machine to adapt to the most varied 
work conditions. Opening and closing is 
hydraulically controlled. Windrow width is 
adjusted with a bushing system.

MODEL RS16 RS18 RS20

Working width 32' 35' 38'

Transport width/length, feet 9.2/34 9.2/37 9.2/40

Weight, lb 5,619 7,198 7,519

Tedder - The Farm King tedder is 
designed to increase the value of your hay 
and make your operation more productive. 
Available in 10', 17' and 19' lengths, there 
is a Farm King tedder to meet your needs.

MODEL RT10 RT17 RT19 RT24

Working width 10' 17' 19' 24'

Tractor requirement, hp 20 20 20 30

Weight, lb 904 992 1,213 1,918
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Sickle Bar Mower - Available in three sizes the sickle bar mower was designed 
for simple operation and effective cutting. The tilting mower bar provides a clean cut on 
ditches, embankments and hills.

MODEL RBS6 RBS7 RBS8

Working width 6' 7' 8'

Tractor requirements 25 hp 25 hp 40 hp

Weight, lb 583 634 711

MODEL MDN5 MDN6 MDN7

Working width 7' 8' 1" 9' 4"

Number of discs/blades 5/10 6/12 7/14

Tractor requirements, hp 40 50 55

Weight, lb 1,000 1,200 1,300

Disc Mower - The MDN 5, 6 and 7 are constructed using only the highest-grade steel 
and gear components. Two cone discs are located on each end of the disc assembly to 
assist in swath formation and shaping.

Pendolare Disc Mower- The center pivot point enables this professional-grade 
mower to float over varying terrain and still provide an even cut. Available adjustments 
allow for a customized cut. Finger or roller conditioners are available. 

MODEL* 245 285 320 245F 285F 320F 245R 285R 320R

Overall width, in 96 112 128 96 112 128 96 112 128

Tractor requirements, hp 65 75 80 70 80 90 75 85 95

Weight, lb 1,370 1,525 1,675 1,675 1,850 2,050 1,765 1,940 2,140

Bale Wrapper - The BW150 and 200 bale wrappers are designed for farmers who are 
looking for a high performing bale wrapper. The 200 is a professionally trailed machine with 
lateral side loading arms and the 150 attaches to a 3point hitch.

MODEL 150 200

Tractor requirement, hp 40 40

Weight, lb 992 2,095

Quick Hitch
A Farm King quick hitch can make light work of hooking up implements to the 3-point 
hitch. Attach the quick hitch to your tractor’s 3-point hitch just like you’d hook up a piece of 
equipment. When the sway links are set you don’t have to adjust them again, and you can 
leave the quick hitch on your tractor all the time.
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Flex-Wing Mower - Excellent shredding and even distribution is found in the flex-
wing mower from Farm King. Designed to cut everything from light brush to wheat stubble 
and corn stalks. The suspension provides an even cut and the machine has one of the 
lowest transport widths in the industry.

MODEL 1530

Cutting width/height, in 180/1.75 to 16.75

Tractor requirement, hp 85

Weight, lb 4,500 to 5,050

Rotary Cutter - Farm King rotary cutters are made to clear those rough areas where 
stones, tree stumps and debris are hidden by weeds. These rotary cutters are available in 
two series, both of which are available with a 3-point hitch. Series 2 are available with a 
trailing kit. 

SERIES I I II II II

MODEL 410 510 510 620 720

Cutting width/height, in 48/min 3 60/min 4 60/min 4 72"/min 4 84"/min4

Tractor requirement, hp 20 - 45 25 - 55 25 - 65 35 - 65 45 - 75

Weight, 3-pt/Trailing, lb 450/n/a 520/n/a 601/686 777 /856 989/1080

8’ Twin Spindle Rotary Cutter - The twin spindle rotary cutter is a simple and 
robust machine designed for tractors above 40 HP. Extremely high blade speeds and 
a 2” diameter cutting capacity make this a very effective machine for rough cutting 
requirements. Standard equipment includes safety chain, stump jumper and replaceable 
skid shoes.

MODEL 820

Tractor requirement, hp 40

Weight, lb 1550

10.5’ Flex-Wing Rotary Cutter - The 10.5’ has a wing only on one side instead 
of on both. It has an exceptionally robust gearbox rated at 250 HP for the splitter and 190 
HP on the wing which is at the extreme duty level for spec comparisons. This machine 
is meant for gently sloping or slightly contoured right of ways, roadsides, pastures or for 
residue in row crop fields and are an excellent choice for agricultural, state/provincial or 
municipal mowing applications.

MODEL 1030

Cutting width/height, in 10.5' / 2-15"

Tractor requirement, hp 65

Weight, lb 5,200

Landscaping Equipment Farm King has been building 

equipment for the agriculture industry for more than 70 years. Known for 

dependability and value, Farm King manufactures a wide array of landscaping 

equipment for tractors starting at 12 hp, all of which are quick hitch compatible. 

Farm King landscaping equipment has undergone years of testing and refinement 

and is built to be rugged and long lasting.
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Post Hole Digger - The Farm King 
post hole digger uses an impressive one 
or two flighting design to dig deep into 
the hardest compact soil in any region. 
Each model also comes with a five 
year limited warranty on most gearbox 
components.

MODEL 150 160 205 210

Hitch size Cat. 0 Cat. I/II Cat. I/II Cat. I/II

Weight, lb 149 160 206 210

Post Driver - The 3-point post driver 
works with your tractor or skid-steer for 
efficient effortless post driving. Available 
in a PTO or 9hp engine models, Farm King 
post driver trailers can work with a tractor 
or behind a pick-up truck.

MODEL 1450 2400, ENGINE OR PTO DRIVE

Hammer weight 310 lb 310 lb empty, up to 700 lb ballasted

Weight 1135 lb PTO: 1190 lb, Engine: 1300 lb

Rotary Tiller - Farm King has a 
collection of rotary tiller models to suit 
your garden and landscaping needs. The 
tiller attaches to the three-point hitch 
and is designed to fit a variety of tractors, 
from 12 hp to 65 hp.

SERIES 25 25 25 45 45 65 65

MODEL 236 245 254 4560 4572 6572 6582

Width, tillage/overall, in 36/46.5 45/54.5 54/66.5 55/66 69/78 68/78 77/88

Tractor requirement, hp 12 - 18 14 - 22 18 - 25 25 - 40 30 - 45 45 - 55 55 - 65

Weight, lb 385 418 477 613 688 906 968

Cultivator
Superior soil penetration is what you will get 
every pass with the Farm King cultivators. 
These cultivators are design to give the 
operator optimal depth control and even soil 
distribution. Heavy-duty gauge wheels and 
a rigid design allow the cultivator to remain 
stable when digging deep into the soil. Models 
available are 609, 7211, 8413.

Box Scraper
Two 1/2" x 6" replaceable, back to back blades 
make this bi-directional scraper extremely 
versatile. The scarifier shanks are heat treated 
and are easily adjusted for depth. 4', 5', 6' & 7' 
models are available with weights of 320, 378, 
428 and 469 lb respectively.

Disc
Farm Kings discs are heavily constructed to 
provide long lasting equipment for multiple 
applications. Specializing in seedbed 
preparation, the Farm King disc penetrates the 
crusty, hard packed soil and rejuvenates it for 
easy seed application. Hardened steel discs 
help churn the soil to reveal a nutrient rich 
layer and deeper rich soil texture. There are 
four models of disc ranging from 5.5'-8.5'.

Landscape Rake
The Farm King landscape rake is ideal for 
seedbed preparation and trash removal from 
long grass, dirt and gravel. Five-positions 
of angle adjustment allows the operator to 
evenly distribute crushed rock or clumped soil. 
5', 6', 7' and 8' models are available.

Drag Harrow
Three available sizes of harrow in 80", 100" 
and 120" make any large job feel small. These 
harrows are great for leveling driveways, 
gravel parking lots, weeding out tilled soil and 
removing embedded trash from gravel and 
soils.

Mounted Following Harrow
Farm King harrows mount to tillage tools  
with a single, heavy 3" square tube carrier 
arm. The 3/8" x 16" coil spring lay back teeth 
can be quickly lever-adjusted to five positions 
to give you the desired penetration and 
vibration action.
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 MODEL 430 530 630

Cutting width/height, in 48/1.5 to 4.5 60/1.5 to 4.5 72/1.5 to 4.5

Tractor requirement, hp /3-pt hitch 12 - 25/Cat. I 15 - 30/Cat. I 20 - 30/Cat. I

Weight, lb 442 503 569

Finishing Mower (Home-Owner) - The home-owner finishing mower series was 
designed as an economical choice for use on large acreage homesteads. These finishing 
mowers are quick hitch compatible.

 MODEL 555 655 755

Cutting width/height, in 60/1.5 to 5.5 72/1.5 to 5.5 54/1.5 to 5.5

Tractor requirement, hp /3-pt hitch 15 - 55/Cat. I 20 - 55/Cat. I 25 - 55/Cat. I

Weight, lb 627 697 780

Finishing Mower (Heavy-Duty) - Manufactured with top quality material, the edge 
of the mower deck features solid reinforcing rods. Each mower features three high-speed 
blades with one of the highest rated tip-speeds in the industry.

Full Line of Finishing Mowers - Farm King offers a full 

line of finishing mowers for various mowing applications. The Home Owner series 

offers excellent value in a well-built package designed for light- to medium-duty 

applications, requiring less horsepower but still providing  a high blade-tip speed 

for an excellent finish.

For more demanding mowing jobs, the Heavy-Duty series uses heavier guage 

steel and includes solid reinforcing plates under the deck at all spindle and 

axle mounting locations, heavy duty cast sealed spindles and spring loaded self 

tensioning belt adjustment.

Triplex Finishing Mower - Three of these finishing mowers together create one 
magnificent volume grass trimmer. Nine blades generate a powerful vacuum for a crisp, 
clean cut. Each deck floats independently over rolling terrain for a uniform, manicured trim. 

YT MODEL 450 550 650 750

Cutting width/height, in 132 162 192 237

Tractor requirements, hp 45 55 65 80
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Snowblower - Farm King has been building reliable snowblowers for more than three 
decades. Through the years the design has been refined to create an excellent snowblower 
that is easy to use and maintain. Conventional and Propeller styles are available.

MODEL 500 600 660 740 840 840G 960Q 1080C 1200

Working width/height, in 50/25 60/25 66/25 74/30 84/30 84/30 96/36 108/41 120/41

Tractor requirement, hp 15-30 20-40 20-40 40-70 60-90 60-90 90-125 120-180 180-225

Weight, lb 422 470 515 756 848 878 1243 2398 2600

Products for Every Farm

Pull Type Snowblowers - The pull type snowblowers are 3-point hitch mounted 
snowblowers that have been inverted to operate in the forward direction of travel, 
improving the comfort and effectiveness of the operator. A rear scraper allows for better 
clearing closer to buildings. 

MODEL PT740 PT840 PT840G

Working width/height, in 74/30 84/30 84/30

Tractor requirement, hp 40-70 60-90 60-90

Weight, lb 965 995 878

MODEL PR5010 PR6010 PR6610 PR7420 PR8420 PR8420G PR9620 PR1080 PR1200

Working width/
height, in 50/25 60/25 66/24 74/25 84/25 84/25 96/36 108/41 120/41

Tractor requirement, hp 15-30 20-40 22-40 40-70 60-90 60-90 90-125 120-180 180-225

Weight, lb 422 470 515 756 848 878 1,243 2,398 2,6000

Propeller Series Snowblower - These snowblowers perform exceptionally well 
in hard packed snow and ice conditions.  Paddles on the auger replace traditional flighting, 
breaking up larger pieces of snow and ice before reaching the fan for smoother flow.
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SERIES 30 45 60 80 100 155

MODEL 3048 3060 3072 4560 4572 4584 6084 6096 8084 8096 80108 10096 100108 15596 155108 155120 155144

Maximum hp 30 30 30 45 45 45 60 60 80 80 80 100 100 155 155 155 155

Weight, lb 130 155 180 263 283 289 405 450 939 969 989 1287 1352 1683 1770 1749 1846

Rear Blade - These blades are manufactured using more steel, which adds strength, 
longevity and durability to each blade. Available in five series suitable for tractors ranging 
from 30 hp to 155 hp, Cat. I, II & III. 

Allied by Farm King Allied has a long history of quality-built 

agricultural and commercial grade attachments. A wide variety of equipment 

has been developed to meet the tough demands of farmers, contractors and 

landscapers. The products that carry the Allied by Farm King brand uphold the 

tradition of durable equipment that is adaptable to any environment.

MODEL 5010 6010 6610 7420 8420 8420G 9620Q 1080C

Working width/height, in 50/25 60/25 66/25 74/30 84/30 84/30 96/36 108/41

Tractor requirement, hp 15 - 30 20 - 40 22 - 40 40 - 70 60 - 90 60 - 90 90 - 125 120 - 180

Weight, lb 422 470 515 756 848 878 1243 2398

Snowblower - Allied has been building reliable snowblowers for more than three 
decades. Through the years the design has been refined to create an excellent snowblower 
that is easy to use and maintain.

MODEL 6025 6035 7225 7235 8425 8435

Working width/height, in 60/25 66/25 72/35 72/35 84/25 84/35

Weight, lb 828 828 923 1084 951 1108

HD Hydraulic Snowblower - The Allied HD hydraulic snowblowers have been 
engineered to maximize your skid steers efficiency. Available in high and low flow 
configurations, designed to be durable and reliable.

MODEL PR5010 PR6010 PR6610 PR7420 PR8420 PR8420G PR9620 PR1080 PR1200

Working width/
height, in 50/25 60/25 66/24 74/25 84/25 84/25 96/36 108/41 120/41

Tractor requirement, hp 15-30 20-40 22-40 40-70 60-90 60-90 90-125 120-180 180-225

Weight, lb 422 470 515 756 848 878 1,243 2,398 2,6000

Propeller Series Snowblower - These snowblowers perform exceptionally well 
in hard packed snow and ice conditions.  Paddles on the auger replace traditional flighting, 
breaking up larger pieces of snow and ice before reaching the fan for smoother flow.

MODEL 500 600 660 740 840

Working width/height, in 50/24 60/24 66/24 74/25 84/25

Weight, lb 480 528 573 814 906

Binary Series Snowblower - This snowblower offers the flexibility to be used on a 
skid steer or a tractor with a PTO and 3-point hitch. By removing a few bolts and changing 
some hardware, the hydraulic snowblower can be used on a traditional farm tractor.
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Attachments
Brush Grapple
The large 50 inch grapple opening allows the 
operator to pick large quantities of branches at 
one time. Models in 62 and 77 inch widths.

Snow Blade
The Allied by Farm King snow blade can come 
equipped for a front end loader or skid steer 
configuration. Blade widths range from 60" 
to 108" and the weights range from 334lbs to 
690lbs.

Standard Bucket
Available in 48", 60", 72", 84", 96" and 100". 
Capacities range from 6.3 cu. ft. up to 1.19 cu. 
yd.

Large Capacity/Snow Bucket
Available in 84" and 100" sizes. Capacities 
range from 1.35 cu. yd. up to 2.25 cu. yd.

C2000/C3000/C4000 Series Grapple
Standard with 84" cross tube to fit on 84" and 
larger standard and large capacity buckets. 

Ballast Box 
Provides weight to the rear axle for added 
stability and traction of the tractor.

Skid Steer Adapter Plate
Allows the user to pick up any skid steer 
attachment. 

A Frames
Models for both round and square bales. 

Pallet Fork ‘A’ Frame Kit
Forks available in 48" (4,400 lb capacity) and 
42" (2,000 lb capacity) sizes. 

Square Bale Stacker Frame
Install up to 8 additional stabilizer spears. 
Telescopic extension kit - for up to 3 square 
bales at a time.

Round Bale Squeeze
For loader models 395, 495, 595, 695 and 795. 
Euro and skid steer mount available. Designed 
for round bales, wrapped or dry.

SERIES MIDMOUNT 2000 SERIES

MODEL 2095 / 2195 / 2295 / 2395 / 2495 / 2495TSL / 2495S / 2495 STSL / 2595 / 2596 / 2595TSL / 
2596TSL / 2595S / 2596S / 2595S / 2596STSL / 2695 / 2795HD / 2795HDTSL / 2795HDS / 

2795HDSTSL / 2895 / 2895TSL / 2895S / 2895STSL / 3995TSL

Tractor requirement, hp 15-300

Weight, lb 500-4275

Front-End Loader, Midmount 
2000 Series - Designed specifically 
for modern tractors, the midmount 2000 
series provides enhanced visibility, 
increased lifting capability and superior 
breakout force.

MODEL* 6032P 6032PS 6032W 6032WS 7232P 7232PS 7232W 7232WS 8432P 8432PS 8432W 8432WS

Overall width, in 69 69 69 69 81 81 81 81 93 93 93 93

Mount system Cat. I Skid 
Steer

Cat. I Skid 
Steer

Cat. I Skid 
Steer

Cat. I Skid 
Steer

Cat. I Skid 
Steer

Cat. I Skid 
Steer

Weight, lb 640 640 640 640 740 740 840 740 740 840 840 840

*P=Poly, W=Wire/Poly

Rotary Sweep - Cuts cleaning jobs 
in half with a rugged and durable design. 
The rotary sweep is available in 5.57' thru 
to 7.75' sweeping widths ensuring no 
surface goes untouched. Available in both 
skid steer and 3-point hitch mount.

SERIES 95 SERIES

MODEL 95 / 195 / 295 / 395 / 495 / 495S

Tractor requirement, hp 15-100

Weight, lb 475-2070

MODEL 595 / 595S / 695 / 795 / 795S / 895 / 895S

Tractor requirement, hp 50-190

Weight, lb 2190-3390

Front-End Loader, 95 Series 
Earlier model tractors continue to use our 
time-proven 95 series loader, for tractors 
with 15 to 190 hp which has one of the 
largest mounting kit application lists in 
the industry.

MODEL 2628 3633 2628H

Hitch Cat. I Cat. I / II Universal skid steer

Cut height, above ground/below ground, in 18/10 18/15 18/10

Weight, lb 660 880 757

Stump Grinder - The Allied by Farm 
King stump grinder can cut through even 
the hardest stumps. The impressive 45° 
swing arc allows the stump grinder to 
cover greater surface areas of larger 
trees. 
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